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The Arts in Medicine is a regular series that explores the
contribution that writers and artists make to an understanding of
medicine that cannot be found in textbooks.
We invite you to read the passage presented this month and think
about the issues raised by the author.
We invite contributions to this section from our readers.

Ian A. Cameron, MD, CCFP

Medicine, the Arts, and Society
Dr. Cameron, a Fellow of the
College, is Associate Professor of
Family Medicine at Dalhousie
University, Halifax. Requests for
reprints to: Dr. Ian Cameron, Family
Medicine Centre, 5599 Fenwick St.,
Halifax, N.S. B3H 1R2
To not merely cure, but to heal.
E DMOND PELLEGRINO, the
American physician and ethicist,
says, "Medicine without compassion
is mere technology, curing without
healing."' How can we learn the art
of healing?
The arts mirror society. Man's diverse interactions, our cultural heritage, and the full range of emotional
display can all be observed in the
arts. As physicians, can we ignore
this vast resource chronicling the
past, the present, and glimmerings of
the future? The artist, author, or
composer can engage us simply or enthrall us with the complexity of color
and shapes, irony and paradox, harmony and dissonance. They all can
develop themes and stories full of
rich detail and meaning that inform
and entertain. They can produce
great works that captivate, their multiplicity inviting and at the same time
resisting our craving for clear understanding. Further, we can learn from
the arts and discuss, or reflect, in quiet; "freed from responsibility for consequences, the reader can explore his
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or her response to the action in new

the door
of my room.4
In "Escape from Eden," the CanaSeeing Old Things
dian
poet Alden Nowlan describes a
in New Ways
scene that is very familiar to us, and
Walker Percy, the American physi- yet it is a revelation. Who would have
cian, philosopher, and novelist, has thought of wanting to escape from
written about the process of paradise! But the paradox in the title
defamiliarization,3 the recovery of re- raises an important issue. Are paality that comes from reading fiction. tients comfortable with naked depenFrequently, in our profession, recur- dency or do they want clothed rerent situations lose their significance. spect? Do we discuss this issue with
An important role of literature is to them, and if we don't, are we doing
present situations so that we can see them a disservice?
them clearly through the author's
Global Village
eyes.
We live in a pluralistic society, and
When I was near death,
to understand patients from different
these little nurses
backgrounds, we must appreciate
stripped me naked
their culture and religion.
and bathed me.
On a withered branch
When it appeared
A crow has settled
I would live,
Autumn nightfall.5
they covered
my loins
A little while and I will be gone
with a sheet.
from among you, whither I cannot
When I learned to sit up
tell. From nowhere we came, into
and drink consomme
nowhere we go. What is life? It is
through a straw,
as the flash of a firefly in the night.
they somehow managed
It is as the breath of the buffalo in
to wash my back
the winter time. It is as the little
without removing
shadow that runs across the grass
my pajama jacket.
and loses itself in the sunset.6
Now that I can walk
Yea, though I walk through the
to the sink and back
of the shadow of death, I
valley
without falling,
will fear no evil: for thou art with
they knock loudly,
me; thy rod and thy staff they
pause,
comfort me.7
before slowly opening
Continued on page 151

ways."2
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O death, where is thy sting? 0
grave, where is thy victory?8
Basho, Crowfoot, King David, and
St. Paul have written perspectives on
death and dying. If we are familiar
with their writing, will we be able to
care more effectively for patients
from the Zen, Native American, and
Judeo-Christian traditions?

Physicians
(an author's perception)

we are often fifth business in our patient's dramas.

Do We Need the Arts?
Edward Shorter, an historian from
the University of Toronto, asks the
questions: Why have patients come
to distrust their doctors in recent
years? Why do doctors, once venerated for their healing powers, now face
a scourge of malpractice suits and a
prospering industry of alternate healers, . . . even though medical science
has made enormous advances during
the past half century in its ability to
diagnose and cure disease? Dr.
Shorter sees our disease-centred system at the heart of the problem. The
solution involves listening to and
understanding the patients' needs.I'

I have pitied doctors from my
heart. What does a lovely flush in
a beauty's cheek mean to a doctor
but a break that ripples above
some deadly disease? Are not all
her visible charms sown thick with
what are to him the signs and symbols of hidden decay?
The arts can help defamiliarize our
Does he ever see her beauty at
all, or doesn't he simply view her clinical encounters, expand our approfessionally and comment upon preciation, and reveal our role. The
her unwholesome condition to "inner education"" the arts provide
himself? And doesn't he some- can restore the balance in medicine,
times wonder whether he has for, in the words of Dr. Shorter, "ongained most or lost most by learn- ly if medicine can stretch sufficiently
to be both an advanced science and a
ing his trade.9
These are the comments of a fa- healing art will it successfully fulfill its
U
mous 19th-century American novel- ancient aspirations."'0
ist. Are they relevant today? Do we
see disease and not the person with References
the disease? In our great technologi- 1. Pellegrino E. Introduction. In: Peschel
cal advances, have we become trades- ER, ed. Medicine and literature. New
men and, if we no longer see beauty, York: Neale Watson Academic Publicahave we lost more than we have tions, Inc., 1980:xv..

gained?

The Arts and Healing'
Once there was a lady whose husband was dying of cancer. Together,
in bed, she read him Chekhov. She
continued to read to him after he
lapsed into a coma. He died and in
the following days all she could do
was to listen to Edith Piaf. Then
gradually she began listening to the
songs of Robert Schumann, then
Franz Schubert. Finally she announced, 'I have listened to Beethoven's 5th Piano Concerto' and she resumed her life.

The Physician's Role
The'Canadian novelist Robertson
Davies has written several trilogies.
The first book in his Deptford Trilogy
is entitled Fifth Business. The term
comes from opera and refers to the
person who does not have a leading
role, but who is necessary for the resolution of the drama. As physicians
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5. Basho. Henderson HG, ed. Haiku in
English. Rutland, VT: Charles E. Tuttle
Co., 1967:18.
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